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North American Religions

Series Editors: Tracy Fessenden (Arizona State University), Laura Levitt (Temple University), and David Harrington Watt (Haverford College)

Since its inception, the North American Religions book series has steadily disseminated gracefully written, pathbreaking explorations of religion in North America. Books in the series move among the discourses of ethnographic, textual, and historical analysis and across a range of topics, including sound, story, food, nature, healing, crime, and pilgrimage. In so doing they bring religion into view as a style and form of belonging, a set of tools for living with and in relations of power, a mode of cultural production and reproduction, and a vast repertory of the imagination. Whatever their focus, books in the series remain attentive to the shifting and contingent ways in which religious phenomena are named, organized, and contested. They bring fluency in the best of contemporary theoretical and historical scholarship to bear on the study of religion in North America. The series focuses primarily, but not exclusively, on religion in the United States in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries.

Books in the series

Ava Chamberlain, *The Notorious Elizabeth Tuttle: Marriage, Murder, and Madness in the Family of Jonathan Edwards*

Terry Rey and Alex Stepick, *Crossing the Water and Keeping the Faith: Haitian Religion in Miami*

Isaac Weiner, *Religion Out Loud: Religious Sound, Public Space, and American Pluralism*

Hillary Kaell, *Walking Where Jesus Walked: American Christians and Holy Land Pilgrimage*

Brett Hendrickson, *Border Medicine: A Transcultural History of Mexican American Curanderismo*

Jodi Eichler-Levine, *Suffer the Little Children: Uses of the Past in Jewish and African American Children's Literature*

Annie Blazer, *Playing for God: Evangelical Women and the Unintended Consequences of Sports Ministry*

Elizabeth Pérez, *Religion in the Kitchen: Cooking, Talking, and the Making of Black Atlantic Traditions*

Kerry Mitchell, *Spirituality and the State: Managing Nature and Experience in America’s National Parks*

Finbarr Curtis, *The Production of American Religious Freedom*

M. Cooper Harriss, *Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Theology*

Ari Y. Kelman, *Shout to the Lord: Making Worship Music in Evangelical America*
Joshua Dubler and Isaac Weiner, Religion, Law, USA
Shari Rabin, Jews on the Frontier: Religion and Mobility in Nineteenth-Century America
Elizabeth Fenton, Old Canaan in a New World: Native Americans and the Lost Tribes of Israel
Alyssa Maldonado-Estrada, Lifeblood of the Parish: Masculinity and Catholic Devotion in Williamsburg, Brooklyn
Caleb Iyer Elfenbein, Fear in Our Hearts: What Islamophobia Tells Us about America
Rachel B. Gross, Beyond the Synagogue: Jewish Nostalgia as Religious Practice
Jenna Supp-Montgomerie, When the Medium Was the Mission: The Religious Origins of Network Culture
Jennifer Scheper Hughes, The Church of the Dead: The Epidemic of 1576 and the Birth of Christianity in the Americas
Tisa Wenger and Sylvester A. Johnson, Religion and US Empire: Critical New Histories
Deborah Dash Moore, Vernacular Religion: Collected Essays of Leonard Primiano
Katrina Daly Thompson, Muslims on the Margins: Creating Queer Religious Community in North America
Muslims on the Margins

Creating Queer Religious Community
in North America

Katrina Daly Thompson
In memory of radical fighters, artists, and lovers
Jack Fertig, Anila Muhammad, and Sabine es Schwarz

To God we belong, and to God is our return.
There is no one kind of Islam or just one type of Queer Muslim future. There are many kinds of legacies that storytellers will invoke in the future. . . . A futurism that is inclusive is inherently queer. The movement to a queer future that honors stories is inspired by radical fighters, artists, and lovers.

—The Queer Muslim Collective, “The Queer Muslim.”

www.thequeermuslim.com